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With the continuous improvement of the penetration rate of renewable energy

and the continuous integration of advanced network control technology and

measurement equipment, the traditional distribution network is developing into

an active distribution network (ADN) with the characteristics of flexible

scheduling control, high user interaction, and high energy utilization. This

article fully considers the economy of the overall operation of the

distribution network, and proposes a hierarchical optimization economic

dispatch method for active distribution networks based on the alternating

direction multiplier method (ADMM). Firstly, a hierarchical optimization

scheduling model of active distribution network is established with the goal

of minimizing the overall operating cost of the distribution network. The

alternating direction multiplier method algorithm is decomposed into upper

and lower layers to solve. The upper layer is optimized with the goal of

minimizing the overall operating cost of the distribution network, and the

lower layer considers the distribution network. The distributed photovoltaic

and energy storage units connected to the internal nodes of the network are

optimized with the goal of minimizing the local energy storage operation cost

and power purchase cost. The upper and lower layers, through the exchange of

limited boundary information, iterate each other until the convergence

conditions are met, and the optimal solution is obtained. Finally, a design

example is tested to verify the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed

scheduling method.
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1 Introduction

Considering the depletion of fossil energy and the serious

pollution caused by traditional thermal power units,

vigorously developing renewable energy has become an

inevitable trend in the development of power systems. Due

to the intermittent and fluctuating nature of renewable energy

power generation, a large number of access to the distribution

network will complicate the operation of the power system.

The traditional distribution network is gradually evolving to

have flexible scheduling control, high user interaction, ADN

with high energy utilization characteristics (Hua et al., 2018;

Li et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2022). At this time, the operating cost

of the distribution network increases, and the voltage is easily

exceeded. Therefore, in order to realize the coordination and

efficient utilization of various distributed energy sources in

the ADN, it is an urgent problem to improve the optimal

scheduling method of the distribution network (Chen et al.,

2017; Li et al., 2021).

Distribution network optimization scheduling methods

are mainly divided into traditional centralized optimization

and distributed optimization. Centralized optimization can

realize the efficient operation of power system through

centralized collection, processing and calculation of global

information, so it is widely used. However, with the rapid

development of active distribution network, the huge data

acquisition and calculation process have higher and higher

requirements for hardware equipment, and it is easy to cause

the scheduling failure of the global system due to the

excessive amount of data processed by the scheduling

center. In this context, distributed optimization scheduling

emerged as the times require. By decomposing and

coordinating the optimization problem, the goal of global

optimization of the system is achieved. It is an ideal way to

achieve large-scale active distribution network optimization

and scheduling (Dong et al., 2017). However, since ADN

involves various costs such as power generation, energy

storage and electricity consumption, its economy cannot

be ignored.

At present, the use of layered methods to achieve optimal

scheduling research emerges one after another. According to the

different optimization objectives of each area within the

distribution network (Liang et al., 2019), proposes a

distributed multi-objective optimal scheduling method for

ADN and uses ADMM algorithm to solve it. However, the

economics of the overall operation of the distribution network

is not considered. In (Zhu, Han, Yang, Xu, Sun, Li), the author

proposes a distributed online optimal power flow algorithm,

which can quickly coordinate the processing of distributed

energy resources only by relying on the exchange of local

measurement values and boundary information. However, the

economy of the overall operation of the distribution network is

not considered (Xie et al., 2022). Further considered the

uncertainty of renewable energy output and the randomness

of distribution network operation, and proposed a distributed

optimization power flow algorithm based on ADMM. However,

the above literatures do not fully consider the overall operating

economy of the system (Zhang et al., 2021). Proposes a two-stage

distributed optimization scheduling strategy with the goal of

minimizing operating cost and network loss. The model was

decomposed by the alternating direction multiplier method and

realized by the interaction of desired information between

adjacent regions. Distributed solution (Lin et al., 2022).

Proposes a two-layer optimization method for microgrid

groups. The upper layer optimizes and dispatches each

microgrid based on the ADMM algorithm with the goal of

optimizing the economy, and the lower layer optimizes the

internal controllable source output of each microgrid.

Reasonable distribution. But the system flow problem is not

considered enough (Quan et al., 2021). Comprehensively

considered the problem of complex power interaction when

the active distribution network contains multiple microgrids,

and proposed a two-layer distributed optimization scheduling

method. Optimization (Shi and Yewen, 2022). Establishes a two-

stage double-layer joint optimal scheduling model, which

improved the economics of the distribution network while

reducing the network loss, and used an improved particle

swarm algorithm to solve the problem (Zhu et al., 2022).

Establishes a comprehensive energy system dispatch model for

the park with the goal of the lowest dispatch cost, and used the

objective cascade method combined with the particle swarm

algorithm to solve it. By building a wind-solar-storage combined

power generation system, the fluctuation of wind-solar output is

suppressed and the cost is reduced. The fuzzy adaptive particle

swarm algorithm is used for the optimization solution. In order

to improve the utilization rate of renewable energy and reduce

the power interaction between the upper and lower power grids

(Qi et al., 2022), proposes a two-step dynamic hierarchical

scheduling strategy with the goal of having the strongest

distribution network coordination ability. An economic

dispatch method based on data adaptive and robust

optimization is proposed to achieve the expected goals of high

energy storage power and low load carrying capacity of the

distribution network. However, the solution process of the

above literature is more complicated and the solution speed

is slow.

This article takes full account of the economy of the overall

operation of ADN and the impact of the guide price on the

internal safe operation parameters and the root node electricity

price. With reference to the two-level optimization theory,

aiming at the access of a large number of distributed

photovoltaic and energy storage units in the ADN, it increases

the difficulty of the overall scheduling and operation of ADN.

The entire ADN level is divided into upper and lower levels for

research. The upper layer optimizes with the goal of minimizing

the overall operating cost. According to the guidance price
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related to network loss, line capacity and voltage constraints,

combined with the root node price, a time-sharing price is

formed to coordinate the output of various distributed energy

sources, and ultimately achieve the optimal overall operating

cost. Each node in the lower layer aggregates local distributed

photovoltaic and energy storage units, and optimizes them to

minimize the operation cost and power purchase cost of local

energy storage. The upper and lower layers iterate with each

other until the convergence conditions are met, and the optimal

solution is obtained.

FIGURE 1
The structure of ADN.

FIGURE 2
Radial distribution network structure and hierarchical dispatching framework.
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2 Hierarchical scheduling framework
of active power distribution system

2.1 System structure

The structure of the ADN is shown in Figure 1. Active

distribution network can realize active control and operation

of various internal distributed energy resources (DER), and its

ultimate goal is to actively guide and utilize distributed renewable

energy (Gan et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018).

The schematic diagram of the hierarchical scheduling

framework of the radial distribution network is shown in

Figure 2. The root node is connected to the upper-level power

grid, and distributed photovoltaic power generation units and

distributed energy storage units can be installed under the rest of

the nodes except the root node according to different needs.

Two-level optimization is widely used in solving complex

models, including two-level optimization tasks, and the two are

in a nested relationship. The upper layer optimization problem

can be understood as a leader, and the lower layer optimization

problem belongs to the upper layer, which can be called a

follower. The objective functions of the upper and lower

layers are independent of constraints and decision variables.

The model described in this article aims to optimize the

overall operation economy of the distribution network. In the

process of solving with the help of ADMM algorithm, it is divided

into upper and lower models. The upper model fully considers

the constraints of safe operation of the distribution network to

minimize the overall operation of the distribution network. The

cost is the goal, and the outflow power and guiding price of each

node are solved and passed to the lower model. After receiving

the solution results of the upper model, the lower model can

minimize the operation cost of energy storage and power

purchase under the condition of ensuring the safe operation

of distributed energy storage and photovoltaics. The cost is the

goal, and the output of distributed energy storage and

photovoltaics at each node is obtained and fed back to the

upper-layer model. The upper and lower models continue to

iterate until the convergence conditions are met, and the optimal

solution is finally obtained.

2.2 Scheduling strategy design based on
guide price

The guide price comprehensively considers various factors,

adjusts the current price, and achieves the optimal allocation of

resources through artificial control. This article proposes a

scheduling strategy based on guide price. When using ADMM

algorithm to solve the layered hierarchical optimization

scheduling model described in this article, after constructing

an augmented Lagrangian function for the established objective

function and safe operation constraints, at this time According to

the coupling of the dual variables formed by the power flow

distribution with the internal safe operation constraints of the

distribution network and the electricity price of the root node, it

has economic implications. When the dual variable changes,

define the dual variable as the leading price. By adjusting the

guiding price of each node, combined with the electricity price of

the root node of the distribution network, time of use (TOU)

price can be formed to guide the output of distributed energy at

each node, ensure that the purchase and sale of electricity at each

node can be successfully realized, and make the overall

distribution network in safe, efficient and economical

operation. Under the state, the coordinated management of

each node in the distribution network is realized, and finally

the effect of distributed control is achieved.

This article fully considers the influence of the guiding

price on the internal safe operation parameters of the

distribution network and the electricity price of the root

node, draws on the double-layer optimization theory, and

increases the difficulty of the overall scheduling operation of

the distribution network for a large number of distributed

photovoltaic and energy storage units connected to the ADN.

To solve the problem, the entire distribution network level is

divided into upper and lower layers for research. The upper

layer is optimized with the goal of minimizing the overall

operating cost of the distribution network. According to the

guide price related to network loss, line capacity and voltage

constraints, combined with the root node electricity price,

TOU price is formed to coordinate the output of each

distributed energy source, and finally realize the overall

operation of the distribution network cost optimal. Each

node in the lower layer aggregates local distributed

photovoltaic and energy storage units, and optimizes with

the goal of minimizing the local energy storage operation cost

and power purchase cost. The upper and lower layers are

iterated with each other until the convergence conditions are

met, and the optimal solution is obtained.

3 Hierarchical optimization
scheduling model

The distributed photovoltaic and energy storage units are

connected to the internal nodes of the active distribution

network, and the optimal scheduling model of the economic

operation of the distribution network is established with the goal

of minimizing the overall operating cost of the distribution

network.

3.1 Objective function

The objective function of ADN economic operation

optimization scheduling is:
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f � ∑n
p�1

Cb,p + πP ∑m
i�1
Pi + Ploss

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + πQ ∑m
i�1
Qi + Qloss

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (1)

Cb � k Pdis + Pch( ), (2)
where, Cb is the operating cost of battery energy storage device; k

is the operating cost coefficient of energy storage; Pdis, Pch is the

charging and discharging power of energy storage unit

respectively; n is the sum of distributed energy storage access

nodes;m is the sum of the remaining nodes except the root node;

Pi, Qi is the active and reactive power flowing out from the

remaining nodes except the root node Ploss,Qloss is the active and

reactive network loss inside the distribution network respectively;

πP, πQ is the unit active and reactive power bought from outside

the distribution network respectively price.

3.2 Constraint condition

The constraints of the optimal scheduling model established

in this article mainly include the following aspects:

3.2.1 Upper-level constraints
(1) Branch power flow constraints: All lines in the radial

distribution network must meet the system power flow

constraints under the safe and stable operation of the

distribution network.

Pij t( ) � Pj t( ) +∑n
h�1

rjhIjh t( ) + Pjh t( )( ), (3)

Qij t( ) � Qj t( ) +∑n
h�1

xjhIjh t( ) + Qjh t( )( ), (4)

Vi t( ) − Vj t( ) � 2 Pij t( )rij + Qij t( )xij( ) + Iij t( ) r2ij + x2
ij( ), (5)

Iij t( ) � P2
ij t( ) + Q2

ij t( )
Vi t( ) . (6)

Since formula Eq. 6 is a non-linear equality constraint, the

original DistFlowmodel is non-convex, making it difficult to find

the global optimal solution. In order to make the model a convex

optimization, the equality constraint is relaxed into an inequality

constraint, as shown in formula Eq. 7. At this time, the model is

converted into a second-order cone model, which becomes a

typical convex optimization problem.

Iij t( )≥ P2
ij t( ) + Q2

ij t( )
Vi t( ) , (7)

where Pij(t), Qij(t) are the active power and reactive power of the

branch ij at the beginning of time t; Vi are the square of the node

voltage amplitude, Iij are the square of the branch current; rij, xij

are the resistance and reactance of the branch ij respectively.

(2) Node Voltage Constraints

V 2
min ≤Vi ≤V 2

max , (8)

V 2
max , V

2
min is the upper and lower limits of the square of the

voltage amplitude.

(3) Power Constraint of Upper-Level Grid Tie Line

In order to ensure the safe and stable operation of the

distribution network, the distribution network is not allowed

to send power backwards to the upper-level power grid.

P01 t( )≥ 0, (9)
Q01 t( )≥ 0. (10)

respectively P01(t), Q01(t) are the active and reactive power

transmitted from the higher-level grid to the internal root node of

the distribution network in time t.

(4) Node Power Constraints

The active and reactive power flowing out of each node

satisfies the following expressions:

Pi t( ) � PL,i t( ) − PPV,i t( ) − Pb,i t( ), (11)
Qi t( ) � QL,i t( ) − QPV,i t( ) − Qb,i t( ), (12)

where Pi(t), Qi(t) are the active and reactive power of outflow

node i at time t respectively; Pi(t), Qi(t) are the active and

reactive load of node i at time t respectively; PPV,i(t),QPV,i(t) are
the active and reactive power output of PV inverter at node i at

time t respectively; Pb,i(t), Qb,i(t) are the active and reactive

power output of distributed energy storage at node i at time t

respectively.

3.2.2 Lower-level constraints
3.2.2.1 Distributed Photovoltaic Power Generation

Distributed photovoltaics are connected to each node

through photovoltaic inverters. The reactive power adjustment

FIGURE 3
Schematic diagram of PV inverter regulation capability.
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capability of photovoltaic inverters is shown in Figure 3. The

capacity of photovoltaic inverters is different, and the apparent

power is also different, as shown in SPV1 and SPV2, the allowable

maximum and minimum power factor angles are θ max and θ min

respectively, so that the maximum active power PPV1
max

and PPV2
max

of photovoltaic inverters with different capacities can be

obtained, and then the maximum reactive power output

± QPV1
max

and ± QPV2
max

can be obtained. Under the constraint of

formula Eq. 14, as the current output active power of the inverter

changes, its reactive power also changes.

In this article, distributed photovoltaics are connected to

designated nodes other than the root node, and the photovoltaic

units of each node meet the following constraints:

StPV � Pt
PV + jQt

PV, (13)
Pt
PV( )2 + Qt

PV( )2 ≤ SPV
max( )2, (14)

Pt
PV ≤P

pre
PV, (15)

where Ppre
w is the predicted power output of the PV unit; SPV

max
is

the rated apparent power of the PV unit; and Pt
PV, Q

t
PV is the

actual active and reactive power output of the PV unit at

time t.

3.2.2.2 Distributed energy storage system

The energy storage unit is connected to each node of the

distribution network in a distributed manner. Under the

condition of the overall safe and stable operation of the

distribution network, the distributed energy storage unit is

reasonably and effectively dispatched, so as to reduce the

power flow and reduce the network loss. Reduced, low-storage

and high-generation arbitrage increases, and the overall

operating cost of the distribution network is minimized.

Figure 4 shows the distributed energy storage charging and

discharging model.

SOC t + Δt( ) � SOC t( ) + Pch t + Δt( ) · Δt · α
Eb

, (16)

SOC t + Δt( ) � SOC t( ) − Pdis t + Δt( ) · Δt
Eb · β , (17)

SOCb,min ≤ SOCb t( )≤ SOCb,max, (18)

where SOC(t)indicates the remaining power level at time t

respectively; EESS indicates the rated capacity of energy

storage; Pc(t + Δt), Pdis(t + Δt) are the magnitude of charging

and discharging power of DESS at the time t + Δt respectively; Δt
indicates the sampling interval; this article is 1h; α, β are the

charging and discharging efficiency of energy storage

respectively.

The following constraints are met during the operation of

DESS:

①The power constraints of DESS

The amount of energy stored at each moment does not

exceed the upper and lower limits.

Eb,low ≤Eb t( )≤Eb,high, (19)
Eb t( ) � Eb t − 1( ) − Pdis

β
Δt + PchαΔt, (20)

where Eb,low, Eb,high are the upper limit and the lower limit of the

stored energy, respectively, Eb(t) is the stored energy at time t.

②The power and capacity constraints of DESS

Figure 5 shows the active and reactive capacity diagram of

distributed energy storage. In the figure, St1b is the apparent power

of distributed energy storage at t1; Pt1
b is the active output for

distributed energy storage at t1; Qt1
b is the reactive power; Sb

max
is

the maximum apparent power.

Stb � Pt
b + jQt

b, (21)

FIGURE 4
DESS charging and discharging model.

FIGURE 5
Active and reactive capacity diagram of DESS.
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Pt
b( )2 + Qt

b( )2 ≤ Sb
max( )2, (22)

Pt
b

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣≤Pb
max, (23)

Pt
b � Pt

dis − Pt
ch, (24)

Pt
dis ≥ 0, (25)

Pt
ch ≥ 0. (26)

Pb, Qb is the actual output of the battery energy storage unit;

Respectively, Pdis, Pch is the discharge power and the charging

power of the energy storage battery; When the operating cost

coefficient of the energy storage battery is greater than 0 and the

charging and discharging efficiency is less than 1, and when the

optimization power flow problem is optimal, at least one of Pdis,

Pch is equal to 0, which meets the actual operating conditions of

the battery energy storage.

4 Distributed optimization solution
based on ADMM

The hierarchical optimization schedulingmodel of the distribution

network established above can be solved by decomposing the upper

and lower layers with the help of the ADMM algorithm. The upper

layer is optimizedwith the goal ofminimizing the overall operating cost

of the distribution network, and eachnode in the lower layer aggregates

local photovoltaic power generation and energy storage. Optimizing

with the goal of minimizing local energy storage operating costs and

electricity purchase costs. The upper and lower layers are iterated with

each other until the convergence conditions are met, and the optimal

solution is obtained.

4.1 Solving process

There are many methods for solving distributed optimization

problems. ADMM algorithm has decomposability and good

convergence, and has been widely used in many different

disciplines. It divides the original problem into several sub-

problems by constructing an augmented Lagrangian function,

adopts asynchronous iteration between sub-problems, and

updates the corresponding dual variables, and finally achieves

common convergence to solve the original problem (Wang et al.,

2019; Chen et al., 2022).

According to the basic theoretical support of the ADMM

algorithm, the augmented Lagrangian function of the objective

function established in Section 2.1 is first constructed:

L � ∑n
p�1

Cb,p + πP ∑m
i�1
Pi + Ploss

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + πQ ∑m
i�1
Qi +Qloss

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

+∑m
i�1

λP.i Pi − PL.i +∑u
j�1
Ppv.j +∑w

z�1
Pd.z − Pc.z( )⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦ + αi

2
Pi − PL.i +∑u

j�1
Ppv.j +∑w

z�1
Pd.z − Pc.z( )

����������
����������
2⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭

+∑m
i�1

λQ.i Qi − QL.i +∑u
j�1
Qpv.j +∑w

z�1
Qb.z

⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦ + βi
2

Qi − QL.i +∑u
j�1
Qpv.j +∑w

z�1
Qb.z

����������
����������
2⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭,

(27)

Therefore, the optimal scheduling model proposed in

Section 2 can be equivalent to the following problems: the

active and reactive power flowing out of each node, the active

and reactive power of the photovoltaic power generation

unit, the charging and discharging power of the energy

storage unit and the actual reactive power output and The

dual variables are all unknown quantities, so as long as the

dual variables reach the maximum value under the

constraints, the remaining unknown quantities can reach

the minimum value.

Max
λP.i ,λQ.i{ } Min

Pi ,Qi ,Ppv.j ,Qpv.j ,Pd.z ,Pc.z ,Qb.z{ } L Pi, Qi, Ppv.j, Qpv.j, Pd.z, Pc.z, Qb.z, λP.i , λQ.i( ). (28)

Constraints are shown in 2.2.1.

For the convenience and high efficiency of solving, firstly,

the Lagrange function is decomposed, so that the solution of

the above-mentioned optimal dispatching model is divided

into upper and lower layers. Each node in the lower layer

aggregates the local photovoltaic power generation and

energy storage, and optimizes with the goal of minimizing

the local energy storage operation cost and power purchase

FIGURE 6
Two-layer optimization scheduling solution process.
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cost at the given electricity price πP, πQ of the power grid and

the guide pricesλP.i, λQ.i, Pi, Qi obtained by the last

optimization iteration of the active distribution

dispatching center:

Min
Ppv.j ,Qpv.j ,Pd.z ,Pc.z ,Qb.z{ }

αi

2
∑u
j�1
P2
pv.j +

αi
2
∑w
z�1

P2
d.z + P2

c.z( ) + βi
2
∑u
j�1
Q2

pv.j +
βi
2
∑w
z�1

Q2
b.z

+αi∑u
j�1
Ppv.j∑w

z�1
Pd.z − Pc.z( ) − αi∑w

z�1
Pd.z∑w

z�1
Pc.z + βi∑u

j�1
Qpv.j

+ λ k−1( )
P,i + αi P

k−1( )
i − PL.i( )[ ]∑u

j�1
Ppv.j + kb + λ k−1( )

P.i + αi P
k−1( )

i − PL.i( )[ ]∑w
z�1

Pd.z

+ kb − λ k−1( )
P.i − αi P

k−1( )
i − PL.i( )[ ]∑w

z�1
Pc.z + λ k−1( )

Q.i + βi Q
k−1( )

i − QL.i( )[ ]∑u
z�1

Qpv.z

+ λ k−1( )
Q.i + βi Q

k−1( )
i − QL.i( )[ ]∑w

z�1
Qb.z.

(29)

The active distribution network dispatch center then

optimizes with the goal of minimizing the overall operating

cost of the distribution network according to the return of the

lower-level aggregates:

Min
Pi ,Qi{ }

πP + λ k−1( )
P.i + αi −PL.i +∑u

j�1
P k( )
pv.j +∑w

z�1
P k( )
d.z − P k( )

c.z( )⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦⎧⎨⎩ ⎫⎬⎭Pi + πPPloss

πQ + λ k−1( )
Q.i + βi −QL.i +∑u

j�1
Q k( )

pv.j +∑w
z�1

Q k( )
b.j

⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦⎧⎨⎩ ⎫⎬⎭Qi + πQQloss.

(30)

λ k( )
P.i � λ k−1( )

P.i + αi P k( )
i − PL.i +∑u

j�1
P k( )
pv.j +∑w

z�1
P k( )
d.z − P k( )

c.z( )⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦,
λ k( )
Q.i � λ k−1( )

Q.i + βi Q k( )
i − QL.i +∑u

j�1
Q k( )

pv.j +∑w
z�1

Q k( )
b.z

⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦.
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(31)
The optimal output of each distributed unit can be obtained

through continuous iteration between the upper-layer active

distribution network scheduling center and the lower-layer

aggregates until the convergence conditions are met. The

solution process is shown in Figure 6.

4.2 Analysis of the influence of guide price
on scheduling strategy

In the implementation process of the above method, the

upper-level active distribution network dispatch center does not

need to know the conventional load of each node in the

distribution network, the output of distributed photovoltaic

and energy storage, and the specific operating parameters, and

only needs to obtain the conventional load and distributed

photovoltaic and storage. The total output of energy can

realize the regulation of each distributed photovoltaic and

energy storage within the distribution network.

By solving the partial derivative PL.i, QL.i of the augmented

Lagrange function constructed above, the electricity price of each

node in the distribution network can be obtained as follows:

πP.i � π + λP.i,
πQ.i � π + λQ.i.

{ (32)

According to formula Eq. 32, the electricity price of each

node in the distribution network consists of two parts. The first

part is the electricity price of the root node of the distribution

network, which is given by the upper-level active distribution

network dispatch center; the second part is the guide price, which

is based on the distribution network. The formation of internal

power flow distribution is closely related to the internal network

loss and safe operation constraints of the distribution network.

The change of guiding price is an adaptive dynamic change

process.When the active price of the root node of the distribution

network is at the peak time of the day, the characteristics of the

distributed photovoltaic output and the arbitrage characteristics

of the “low storage and high power generation” of the energy

storage unit determine that the output of the energy storage and

photovoltaic units will reach the peak of the day, or even high.

Load demand for this node. At this time, the injected power of the

node is negative, so the node voltage rises to the upper limit or

even exceeds the limit. In order to meet the requirements of safe

and stable operation inside the distribution network, the active

power injection of this node must be limited. It is not difficult to

FIGURE 7
IEEE33 node calculation example system.
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find that the Lagrangian multiplier corresponding to the

constraint happens to be the guide price at this time. In the

designed hierarchical scheduling framework, the upper-level

active distribution network scheduling center also guides the

output of the lower-level distributed energy resources according

to the adjustment of guide prices.

At this time, the active distribution network dispatch center

makes an order dispatch to adjust the price of each node

according to the guide price, and finally get the time of use

price, so that the electricity purchase price of each node is lower

than the root node electricity price, prompting each energy

storage unit to reduce the discharge power during this period,

thus effectively inhibiting the distribution network. The voltage

of each internal node rises, which realizes the coordinated

management of each node in the distribution network, and

finally achieves the effect of layered control.

5 Case analysis

5.1 Study parameters

In order to verify the correctness of the distributed optimal

scheduling method designed in this paper, the IEEE 33 node

example system with distributed photovoltaic and energy storage

units as shown in Figure 7 is simulated on WIN10 (2.9 GHz,

16 G) using Matlab 2015b simulation environment, and Cplex

solver is called for solution. This example is a typical radial

distribution network, with a total load of 3.175 MW + j2.3 MV·A
(based on the load data of a typical day in a certain area of China),

a reference capacity of 1MVA and a voltage level of 12.66 kV. As

shown in Figure 7, distributed photovoltaic and energy storage

units are connected to the following nodes, �SPV = 800kVA, �Sb =

80kVA, �Pb = 80kW, �Eb = 160 kW·h. In this example, the energy

storage unit is a lithium battery, and its SOC upper and lower

limits are 0.1–0.9, with a charge and discharge efficiency of 95%.

5.2 Analysis of simulation results

When the established hierarchical optimal scheduling

model is solved by ADMM algorithm, the optimization

parameters, α � 6, β � 6 are the convergence of the original

residual and the dual residual as shown in Figure 8. It can be

seen that after 300 iterations, both of them meet the

convergence requirements, which shows that the optimal

power flow of the whole distribution network system has

been obtained, achieving the goal of the optimal operation

economy of the distribution network, and then verifying the

effectiveness of the adopted algorithm, and realizing the

FIGURE 8
Residual convergence process.

FIGURE 9
Output of each PV.

FIGURE 10
Output of each ESS.
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successful transformation from centralized optimization to

layered optimization.

5.2.1 Analysis of renewable energy output
At each node of the new energy access within the distribution

network, the active and reactive outputs of distributed

photovoltaics and energy storage are shown in Figures 9, 10,

respectively, and the comparative analysis of energy storage

active output and time-of-use electricity price is shown in

Figure 11. It can be seen from the figure that the output of

each energy storage unit is closely related to the formulation of

the time of use price. During the valley period of electricity price,

the energy storage unit acts as a “load” to charge at the minimum

cost, which increases the load demand during the valley period,

and acts as a load during the peak period of electricity price. The

discharge of the “power supply” reduces the demand for power

purchases from the upper-level power grid, and ultimately

reduces the overall operating cost of the distribution network

while achieving load peak shaving and valley filling.

5.2.2 Analysis of guide price and operation
constraint

Between 10:00–13:00, the active price is at the peak of the day,

and at this time the output of the energy storage and photovoltaic

units both reach the peak of the day. At this time, the injected power

of the nodes connected to the photovoltaic and energy storage units

is negative, so that the voltage of each node increases to the upper

limit. As shown in Figure 12. The active power injected into each

node is shown in Figure 13. In order to limit the active power

injection of these nodes, the active distribution network dispatch

center makes command scheduling to adjust the active power guide

price of each node, and its change trend is shown in Figure 14. It can

be seen that during this period, the guide price of each node is

negative, that is, the electricity purchase price of each node is lower

than the root node electricity price, which prompts each energy

storage unit to reduce the discharge power during this period,

thereby effectively suppressing the voltage rise of each node in

the distribution network and realizing the Collaborative

management of nodes within the distribution network. The

comparison of node voltage and guide price is shown in Figure 15.

FIGURE 11
Comparative analysis of energy storage active output and
TOU price.

FIGURE 12
Voltage variation of each node.
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6 Conclusion

This article proposes a hierarchical optimization scheduling

method for active distribution network based on ADMM

algorithm. Firstly, a hierarchical optimal scheduling model for

active distribution network is established with the goal of

minimizing the overall operating cost of the distribution

network. With the help of ADMM algorithm, it is

decomposed into upper and lower layers to solve, the upper

layer is optimized with the goal of minimizing the overall

operating cost of the distribution network, and the lower layer

considers the distributed photovoltaic and energy storage units

connected to the internal nodes of the distribution network, and

optimizes with the goal of minimizing the local energy storage

operating cost and power purchase cost. The upper and lower

layers, through the exchange of limited boundary information,

iterate each other until the convergence conditions are met, and

the optimal solution is obtained. Moreover, the node guide price

related to the internal constraints of the distribution network and

the electricity price of the root node of the distribution network

are independent of each other, which can be used as a

collaborative optimization strategy for each node in the

distribution network by the active distribution network

dispatch center in the power market environment.
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